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INTRODUCTION
Changes in the air transportation system greatly impact our
current future energy demands, and since the year 2000
the aviation system has experienced tremendous change.
Major federal and international policy changes are radically
re-shaping the future global aviation system and its energy
demands and environmental emissions.

WINDS OF CHANGE
First, Open Skies Agreements between countries that
deregulate international aviation markets are removing
the legal barriers that restrict airlines from creating new
international aviation routes. International airlines, from
the Gulf carriers like Emirates to low-cost Norwegian
Airlines, are expanding rapidly and defining new
markets. In addition, the Department of Transportation
recently granted antitrust immunity to three groups of
airline partners that solidified their businesses cases
for new international routes.
Second, Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) policy
guidance that allows the busiest U.S. airports to
provide incentives to airlines for more and expanded
services is encouraging more and more airport
competition, both regionally and inter-regionally. Nearly
contemporaneous to these two major policy shifts is
the massive restructuring of U.S. airlines. Six major
U.S. airlines merged into three in the first decade
of the 2000s, largely in response to high and wildly
fluctuating fuel prices and cost pressures. These newly
merged airlines began practicing “capacity discipline”
or reducing service in marginally profitable markets
and concentrating their operations on key hub airports
located in major cities.

These policy changes are having a massive effect on
the supply of air transportation services, which is in
turn changing energy demand. Consider that, while
energy consumption per available seat mile (a common
metric which represents the number of seats flown
multiplied by the number of miles flown) across all U.S.
and International airlines has declined, the raw total
energy consumed by flights has largely increased.
Figure 1 shows this trend in energy efficiency and total
energy demands for all U.S. and International Airlines,
data collected from Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(2015). The implication is that while aircraft and airlines
are certainly becoming more efficient from an energy
demand perspective, the overall energy demands of
airlines are increasing.

Figure 1: Energy Consumption for U.S. and International
Airlines, Overall and per Available Seat Mile
(Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 2015)
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ENERGY DEMANDS IN PERSPECTIVE

The City of Boston added a bike share program and
estimated that from 2011 to 2014 the bike share system
saved 350 tons of carbon dioxide, the most abundant
GHG (The City of Boston, 2014). If we compare this to
the GHG emissions from the daily flight from Boston
to Beijing from 2014-2015, the flight emitted 167 times
more GHG than were saved by the bike share program
over disproportionate periods of time. The implication
is that, despite single-digit impacts on our energy
demands, the air transportation systems’ vast energy
needs can outstrip progress made in other avenues.

INTENDED AND UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES
OF INITIATIVES
Given this background, how will changes in airline
structure and policies on airline collaboration both in
the U.S. and abroad impact energy consumption? How
will the new FAA policy allowing the busiest airports
to provide incentives for airlines launching new service
impact energy consumption? And how will both of
these policies shape the future aviation system?
City officials and planners have long sought to attract
air traffic to their airports, believing that air traffic
stimulates economic development (see Mosbah and
Ryerson, 2016 for more discussion). However, the
2000s saw six major airlines consolidate into three
contemporaneously with more than 70% of the 30
busiest U.S. airports expanding their airfield capacity
with a new runway or a runway extension (Ryerson
and Kim, 2013; Ryerson and Woodburn, 2014).
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Let’s consider the urban sustainability goals of two
major U.S. cities. The city of Philadelphia has the goal
of reducing vehicle miles traveled (VMT) by nearly 600
million per year (The City of Philadelphia, 2012). The
amount of GHG saved by this VMT goal is equivalent to
the amount of fuel consumed and GHGs emitted from
a year of daily flights between Philadelphia and Doha, a
new daily flight route added by Qatar Airlines in 2014.

Departures by U.S. Airlines

Aviation’s demand for energy is 8% of total
transportation (highway and non-highway) energy
demand; a number that may seem small until it is put
into context. One way to do this is to consider the
amount of jet fuel consumed—converted to greenhouse
gas emissions (GHG) using an EPA conversion factor
of jet fuel consumed to GHG—and compare it with
urban sustainability goals.
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Figure 2: Departures per Year on Short-Haul and Long-Haul
Domestic Flights (Source: Author’s Calculations using Bureau
of Transportation Statistics Data).

Airlines entered into a period of “capacity discipline”
— meaning educed service in marginally profitable
markets and reduced flights in any redundant markets
with their merger patterns. The trends (Figure 2) in the
reduction of short-haul flights after airlines mergers
are stark, with flights less than 500 miles dropping
from 4.4 million in 2003 to 3.1 million in 2015; at the
same time, flights between 2500 and 3000 miles
increased from 57,000 in 2013 to nearly 89,000 in
2015. Airline mergers came after years and years of
unprofitability from the airlines, and this reduction in
flights — particularly in these short-haul flights with
higher costs and lower fuel inefficiency — helped the
airlines improve their profitability (Ryerson and Hansen,
2010). It also helped these airlines reduce their fuel
consumption in short haul markets, while increasing
fuel consumption in long haul markets.
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While the airlines were charting a course to
profitability in the mid-2000s through mergers, the
federal government was also considering policies
that would support the health of the airline industry
— and thus, their expansion of new services. Two
major policy changes have combined to form a
powerful mechanism through which cities can grow
service — particularly international service — in their
metropolitan area. The first is new policy guidance
issued by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
clearly articulating the potential of airport sponsors
to allocate airport revenues to build airline incentive
programs to incentivize new flight service at their
airports. The second is liberalized bi-lateral agreements
across countries which allow international and U.S.
domestic airlines to engage in profit and risk sharing
for international flights. These two policy changes
Anchorage
have opened the door for cities to court airlines and
encourage them to launch new international service,
mainly because the risk of launching new international
service is reduced.

specifies how airport sponsors can recruit new air
service by providing incentives to airlines establishing
new service at their airports; the incentives can last
1 to 2 years and include waived airport fees and
airport funded marketing programs (Federal Aviation
Administration, 2010; Ryerson, 2016a). Airports
with incentive programs may spend up to $30 per
passenger and $3,500 per flight that receives an
incentive (Ryerson, 2016b). Overall from 2012-2015Q1,
a small fraction of the time incentive programs have
been explicitly permitted by FAA policy, 26 of the U.S.
44 airports with incentive programs that recruited
new routes spent $171.5 million combined. Of the
new routes that were established by airlines receiving
incentives, 40% were terminated once the incentive
period was over (Ryerson, 2016a). These findings
are depicted on the maps in Figure 3. The size of
the circles indicates the size of the airports in terms
of passengers moved, while the color indicates the
number of new routes recruited and the percent of new
routes retained. In general, we see that larger airports
in the larger cities are the most successful at recruiting
and retaining routes, while smaller airports in smaller
cities are less successful.

In 1999 and again in 2010 the FAA published the
Guidebook on Air Service Incentive Programs which
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Incentives are particularly popular for international
routes. Airports in cities like Austin, San Diego,
Raleigh, and San Jose have all recruited new
international routes through the use of incentives
(Ryerson, 2016a, 2016b). But international travel is also
growing due to new policies for international travel.
Open Skies agreements, for example, deregulate the
international aviation market, eliminating government
intervention on fares, capacities, and routes. The
specific European Union-U.S. Open Skies Agreement,
signed in 2007 and amended in 2010, goes even
further, creating “a transatlantic Open Aviation Area: a
single air transport market between the E.U. and the
U.S. with free flows of investment and no restrictions
on air services, including access to the domestic
markets of both parties” thus allowing airlines to launch
services between the EU and the US (Department Of
State, 2010, 2007).
Contemporaneously with the European Union-U.S.
Open Skies Agreement which generically liberalized
markets, the U.S. Department of Transportation granted
antitrust immunity to the three major international airline
alliances:

Oneworld
•

American Airlines (USA)

•

British Airways (U.K)

•

Iberia (Spain)

•

Finnair (Finland)

Star Alliance
•

United Airlines (USA)

•

Lufthansa (Germany)

•

Swiss International Air Lines (Switzerland)

•

Brussels Airlines (Belgium)

•

Austrian Airlines(Austria)

SkyTeam
•

Delta Airlines (USA)

•

Air France (France)

•

KLM Royal Dutch Airlines (Netherlands)

•

Alitalia (Italy)

Antitrust immunity also exists between U.S. carriers
and Asia, including a partnership between American
Airlines and Japan Airlines and another between United
Airlines and All Nippon Airways. The antitrust immunity
agreements allow airline partners to collude on prices
and service levels and share in the revenue of flights
in certain geographies (i.e., transatlantic); in short,
multiple airlines operate as a single airlie. While in
some cases collusion could reduce flights, in the case
of Joint Ventures total flight supply is likely increasing
because flights are added in riskier, less-tested
international markets.

Figure 4:
Greenhouse Gas
Emissions from Vehicle
Operations and Other
Components of the
Lifecycle for Vehicles
and a Typical Narrowbody Aircraft (the red
number identifies the
number of passengers
on each vehicle).
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IMPLICATIONS
One of the major implications of these growth trends
— fewer short-haul flights connecting smaller cities
with larger cities and a consolidation of operations
at the biggest cities — is a changing choice set for
passengers looking to travel. Passengers have long
faced a complex, interrelated choice set when traveling
on a long-distance air transportation trip: a choice
between airlines and different airfares, a choice
between a connecting itinerary and a non-stop itinerary,
and a choice of airports. Dramatic changes to the
industry have greatly altered the air service and the cost
of that service at U.S. airports and have in turn changed
the scope of airports that passengers may choose
between.
As airfares have changed and as short-haul flying
has decreased significantly, the geographic scope of
airports may be growing and shrinking. It is therefore
likely that there is significantly more “airport market
leakage” — the practice of passengers choosing
a distant airport for their air travel instead of their
proximate airport — from the passenger perspective.
(Fu and Kim, 2016) establish the presence of market
leakage for a small group of case study airports; for
example, travelers living proximate to Jacksonville,
Florida choose to drive to the Orlando airport. Incentive
programs are exacerbating leakage even more, by
consolidating passengers at the largest airports and
forcing these passengers to access their airport using
the surface transportation system. Airport market
leakage matters tremendously from a transportation
energy standpoint. Considering the findings of (Chester
and Horvath, 2012), that a typical sedan consumes

more than triple the amount of energy per passenger
from just vehicle operation compared with a typical
short-haul aircraft (Figure 4). Despite the importance
of studying market leakage, and the trends which
suggest that more and more of this is occurring due
to the changes in the aviation system, there has been
significantly less focus on this topic in both research
and practice. It is one that directly relates to the
transportation energy demands going forward.

A CONFLICTING OUTLOOK
The aviation system has undergone rapid and
transformative change since the turn of the century,
facilitated by federal policies promoting the growth of
airlines. While airlines have emerged with a newfound
profitability, the aviation system as a whole has less
spatial balance. There are cities and airports with high
levels of aviation service and connectivity and those
with very low levels of service and connectivity. The
result is a conflicting outlook for the demand for air
transportation: while overall aviation might look like
it’s reducing its energy demand with more efficient
operations, the efficiency gains in aviation might be
simply causing inefficiency in ground transportation
energy demands. The intermodal energy demand link is
one that must be studied going forward.
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